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Nancy Wainer is a passionate and enthusiastic champion of a
woman’s right to choose where, how, and with whom she births her
babies. An energetic dynamo, she was instrumental in the formation of
the movement to prevent cesarean sections. In 1974, Wainer cofounded
the first cesarean-awareness organization in the world, Cesareans/
Support, Education and Concern (C/SEC), and is well known for having
coined the term vaginal birth after cesarean (VBAC). In 1983 she wrote,
with Lois J. Estner, Silent Knife: Cesarean Prevention & Vaginal Birth After
Cesarean, which won the 1983 American Library Award for the Best Book
in the Field of Health and Medicine, and was described as “the bible
of cesarean prevention” by the Wall Street Journal. She is now working
on her third book, Birthquake: A Childbirth Book for Strong Women and
Women Who WANT to Be Strong.
Wainer, who has been present at more than 1,500 births, is an
internationally known speaker and a preceptor for student midwives.
She leads workshops in preventing cesarean sections, teaching effective
childbirth classes, healing after traumatic birth, and other topics. She
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has personally answered a million letters, phone calls, and e-mails from
women who want a positive birth experience. With gentleness, compassion, and humor, she has shared with these women her wisdom and
practical information, to help them develop the courage necessary to
trust their bodies and to trust birth.
Before she was a guide to so many women, Wainer was a student of
her own midwife mentor, Valerie El Halta, to whom she remains “eternally
grateful.” “ Her skill, patience, and love have been, and continue to be,
beacons of light in my life,” says Wainer. “I continue to learn from her—
and from many other sister midwives who are so near and dear to me.”
Nancy Wainer’s work continues: In Nancy Wainer Live!, a forthcoming
film from Sage Femme, a nonprofit birth-film production company, she
talks about how unnecessary and dangerous interventions such as inductions, epidurals, and ultrasounds are contributing to the skyrocketing
rate of cesarean section in the US. She believes that the most important
components of a good birth are fairly simple: good judgment, trust,
patience, proper information, and love.

